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I
f you turned to this article to learn
about the latest in climbers or
strap-ons I am afraid that you

won’t find it here. But, if you are look-
ing for ways to increase your tree-
stand and related sales keep reading.

While the climbing treestand and
strap-on models remain popular the
treestand market in general offers
many other selling opportunities. In
recent years the popularity of hang-

on stands soared as hunters learned
of the advantages of placing stands
above low hanging cover and the fact
that these stands could be hung in
trees with a multiple of limbs.
Hunters soon owned one climbing
stand and several hang-on stands
that they often left hanging during
the season. This change in hunting
techniques led to not only increased
stand sales but also sales of screw-in

and strap-on tree steps as well.
The treestand market is now in

the mist of another expansion that
again offers increased selling oppor-
tunities for those dealers who see the
changing trends and are able to edu-
cate and advise their customers of
new ways to expand their hunting
opportunities.

As the average age of hunters
increases, safety and comfort are

This two-man ladder
stand from Gorilla  is
great for giving that
new hunter the close
supervision they need
or for sharing the
outdoor experience
with a friend or a
family member.
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becoming major considerations when
they select equipment. As a result inter-
est in ladder stands, ladders and climb-
ing sticks is dramatically on the rise
across the industry.To turn this growing
demand into dollars it is important to
not only stock this equipment but be
able to point out its features and under
what conditions it can be best used to
the customers’ advantage in the field.

Personally I hunt a variety of
ground including mountains with
mature growth, farm land and low lying
timbered off swamps that are criss-
crossed with twisted timber, open areas
and thick hedge rows. To effectively
hunt all of this territory I need equip-
ment that allows me to be in the right
place and not simply to hunt a spot that
has a straight tree. To accomplish this I
own a variety of climbing-stands, hang-
on stands, tripods, quadpods, ladder
stands, ground blinds, screw-in steps,
ladders and climbing sticks. I match the
right equipment to the right set of con-
ditions to get the job done.

Educating your customers as to
how different pieces of equipment can
allow him to be more flexible with his
set-ups and in turn more successful, is a
sure way to increase sales and grow
your bottom line. Let’s look at some of
the available treestand options, their
selling features and the applications for
which they are best suited.

LADDER STANDS 
With the growing trend of private

or leased land ladder stands are grow-
ing in popularity. They are easy to erect
and provide a solid and secure stand. If
you have a customer that is uncomfort-
able in a conventional treestand a lad-
der stand might just be the answer.
Today’s ladder stands offer a wide vari-
ety of comfort from bare bones basic to
your easy chair at home minus the
remote. Padded seats, padded armrest
and padded back supports are becom-
ing the norm. Most ladder stands also
offer gun rests which are great not only
for the gun hunter but the crossbow
hunter as well. These rests can be easily
removed to accommodate the
bowhunter. The latest rage in ladder
stands is the two-man stand which
allows two hunters to occupy the same
stand. This is a great feature when intro-
ducing that new hunter to the field or

when videoing hunts.
Features to look for are ease of

assembly and stabilizer bars that pro-
vide mid-point support between the
stand and tree. Also important are easy
to use security straps with positive lock-
ing latches that are used to secure the
stand to the tree.

CLIMBING STICKS AND 
CLIMBING LADDERS

Sticks and ladders provide an alter-
native to screw-in steps when using
hang-on stands. Most climbing sticks
consist of a straight center rod with
steps mounted to either one or both
sides of the rod.The sticks come in short
sections that join together on the
ground and are leaned against the tree
and then secured in place with tie down
straps as the user ascends the tree.
Climbing ladders are basically the same
except they consist of two side rods
with cross steps in between. Some cus-
tomers prefer this design as it has the
“secure feel” of a regular ladder.

Several manufacturers also offer
climbing sticks or ladders that come in
short sections that mount independent
of each other. This gives the user great
versatility as these sections do not have
to be mounted in a straight line but can
be offset to go around limbs or twisted
tree trunks. The first section is secured
from the ground and then the subse-
quent sections are individually secured
as the user climbs the tree.

Good selling features to look for are
slip resistant surfaces for sure footing
and mounting brackets that securely
grip the tree. The straps that secure the
sticks or ladders to the tree should be
easily adjustable and have positive lock-
ing mechanisms for safety. From a safe-
ty standpoint it is always advisable to
use a stick or ladder height that will be
on a level with or slightly higher than
the stand with which it is to be used.
This allows the user to step onto the
stand as opposed to trying to step up
into it. Not only is this safer but it opens
the door for the sale of an additional
section of stick or ladder.

TRIPODS
Mention tripods and most hunters

think of the open ranges of Texas but
tripods are one of the best kept secrets
of a growing number of whitetail
hunters across the country. They are
perfect for hunting tangled thickets,
swamps, overgrown fence-lines and
field edges. Short tripods in the seven to
twelve foot range are perfect for gain-
ing a slight elevation advantage in
thickets that do not offer options for the
use of conventional treestands or lad-
der stands.

Nice to have tripod features are
adjustable legs for uneven ground, a
quick assembly design that requires a
minimum of hand tools and a comfort-
able swivel seat.

Now that we know what we are
looking for let’s look at what some man-
ufacturers have to offer that might just
fit the bill.

LONE WOLF
Lone Wolf climbing sticks can be

purchased individually or in packs of
three or four. These 30-inch long light-
weight aluminum sticks are individual
units each of which contains three
steps. Their slim design allows them to

The author is shown  in a tripod placed in
a thicket adjacent to an open feeding area.
The author waited until all the surround-
ing foliage had dropped and he removed
his camo for this photo to give the viewer a
feel for how effective a tripod can be when
properly placed. Imagine for a moment
this scene earlier in the season when this
thicket had been filled with leaves and the
author would have been in full camo dress.
He would have disappeared on an elevat-
ed platform in an area that a tree stand
simply would not have worked.
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fit in tight places and each stick features
a Versa-Button which allows the mount-
ing strap to be reversed. This feature
allows the tightening mechanism to be
placed on either side of the stick for the
most convenient installation. The quick
release buckles allow one hand tighten-
ing and one hand release for ease of
operation. Each stick features two piv-
oting V-brackets that ensure a secure
grip on the tree’s surface regardless of
the trunk’s angle or size. Each step flips
right or left giving the hunter maximum
versatility when installing and this fea-
ture also eliminates the possibility of
winding up on the wrong foot at the
top of the stick. A pack of three sticks
will get the hunter to a height of 15 to
16 feet and a four pack will increase
that distance to between 19 and 20
feet.

RIVERS EDGE
Jay Engstrom, product manager for

Rivers Edge said, “The demand for lad-
der stands is growing. Hunter demo-

graphics indicate the hunter is aging
and demands increased safety and
comfort. We have also seen growing
interest in the two man stands for
father, sons, daughters etc.We have also
responded to the consumers’ demand
for more height and with the exception
of our two 15 foot models the remain-
der of our ladder stands are 17 feet in
height.”

Rivers Edge offers a selection of
seven different ladder stands from the
bare bones basic 15 foot Action Ladder
model to the 17 foot high Double Buck
Extreme with plenty of room for two
hunters featuring a large 26x40 inch
platform and a 500 pound capacity.
With the exception of the Action
Ladder all other Rivers Edge ladder
stands feature shooting rails or shoot-
ing bars that can be used for rifles or
crossbows, and which can be removed
for bowhunting. Padded arm rest,
padded seats and padded backs are
also standard on many models. Brand
new for this year is the all new sleek
looking Timberjack Extreme. The
Timberjack features a sloped back lad-
der top, large platform, and fully
padded seat with backrest.

Rivers Edge provides a choice of
either the Rapid Stick or their Trophy
Tree Ladder when it comes to getting
up to those hanging stands. The Rapid
stick is a single stick design with an anti-
slip double step design meaning that
each step forms a tee with the support
and can be used with either the right or
left foot. The Trophy Tree Ladder pro-
vides the same convenience as the
Rapid Stick but gives the user the nat-
ural feel of a ladder. Both come in 15
and 20 foot models with 5 foot option-
al extensions available.

Rivers Edge also offers the Big Foot
Magnum Ladder Pod tripod complete
with padded swivel seat in heights of
12 and 17 foot. A safety rail is included
that can also double as a rifle rest. An
optional camouflage curtain attaches
to the safety rail for additional conceal-
ment.

NORTH STARR
North Starr ladder stands are

specifically designed to give the hunter
a choice of equipment that fits his spe-
cific needs. The 14 foot high Traveling
Starr features welded aluminum con-
struction and a hinged ladder section.
The hinge system allows the stand to
be simply unfolded and installed. There
is nothing to put together, no bolts or
pins. This unique design unlike conven-
tional ladder stands hugs the tree and
therefore is less detectable to man or
animal alike. Its 24 pound total weight
and hinged design allow it to be easily
backpacked to the hunting site.

The Super Starr is a full sized weld-
ed aircraft aluminum ladder stand that
won’t break your back or your pocket-
book. Weighing in at 25 pounds it pro-
vides the ultimate in comfort while
maintaining complete safety. The Black
Starr Deluxe model gets its styling from
the Super Starr but is made from steel
for the hunter who wants a bargain but
doesn’t want to give up features or
comfort. The Black Starr Basic is new for
2006 and features a swivel seat.
Rounding out the ladder stand line is
the Twin Starr which is built for two
hunters. This stand features individual
seats that can be leveled to meet any
conditions including crooked trees.

All North Starr ladder stands come
standard with closed cell foam seats
which will not absorb water ensuring a

These Lone Wolf climbing sticks offer the
hunter maximum versatility when it comes
to trees that aren’t “climber friendly.” The
lightweight individual units can be used
on trees with limbs or twisted trunks. Both
the fastening straps and the steps on these
lightweight units can be reversed right to
left to accommodate any conditions. The
V-brackets that grip the trees surface also
pivot to provide a maximum grip on
uneven surfaces.

Brand new for this year is the all new
sleek looking Timberjack Extreme from
Rivers Edge. The Timberjack provides all
the luxuries needed in a ladder stand fea-
turing a sloped back ladder top, large plat-
form, and fully padded seat with backrest
keeping the user comfortable while sitting
those endless hours to harvest that trophy
buck.
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dry seat under all conditions. All stands,
(with the exception of the Traveling
Starr), also come with North Starr’s Top
Stabilization strap system that keeps
the top of the stand securely against the
tree while the top ratchet strap is
installed.

A variety of ladder stand options
are available for specific models includ-
ing extra ladder sections, shooting rails,
arm rests, camo covers and a roof sys-
tem.

The Rising Starr Climbing Pole is a
stable climbing stick that is flexible
enough to follow the contour of a
crooked tree. Each section of the climb-
ing pole slides together and locks in
place with spring loaded clips. The alu-
minum rungs have molded in traction
grooves for sure footing and allow the
hunter to stop at any point with both
feet on the same level, a real advantage
when hanging a stand.The Quiet Starr is
a hinged climbing stick that you simply
unfold and install, there is nothing to
put together. The Quick Starr system is
an individual three step climbing sys-
tem with each section 34 inches long.

These individual small ladder sections
are ideal for working around limbs and
for hanging stands in crooked trees.
These climbing sections keep the
hunter’s feet spaced away from the tree
trunk enough to ensure safe footing
while allowing both feet to be on the
same level when required.

For those in need of a tripod North
Starr offers the Standing Starr, a 15 foot
aluminum tripod. This tripod has a 350
pound capacity while weighting in at a
mere 82 pounds. For maximum comfort
it features a swivel seat that is
adjustable in height from 19 to 24 inch-
es. The tripod has a 40 by 40 inch plat-
form and a shooting rail is standard. A
partial camo cover or a completely
enclosed cover is an optional accessory.

HUNTER’S VIEW
Hunter’s View offers a variety of lad-

der stand models. All of the models offer
the same construction and secure
attachment straps and stabilizer bars for
stability and safety. Beyond that each is
designed to give the hunter a choice of
features. While the 15 foot Cougar is a

Circle 181 on Response Card

The Traveling Starr, by North Starr, is a
stand and ladder system that is super com-
pact and easy to pack to the hunting spot.
Its hinged system allows the user to simply
unfold and install the ladder stand quickly
and quietly. The slim profile of the ladder
hugs the tree making it less detectable to
either men or game.
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no frills ladder stand the 16 foot
Whitetail offers a rifle rest, foot rest, arm
rests and saddlebag style gear bags on
either side for convenient gear storage.
While the other one man stands feature
a standard 17x12 inch seat the 16 foot
Lynx model offers an oversize 27x12
inch seat for the hunter that wants a lit-
tle extra room.

Keeping in line with the demand
for two man ladder stands Hunter’s
View offers two 12 foot stands, the
Buddy and the Buddy XL. The Buddy XL
features a larger platform, a padded
backrest and two large saddlebag-
styled gear bags.

Hunter’s View’s Tree Snake climbing
stick has angled steps that help prevent
the user’s foot from accidentally slip-
ping off the step. The Fast Trax climbing
system is comprised of 3-foot individual
three step sections that are handy for
those situations that require going
around limbs or other climbing obsta-
cles. The Pro Ladder offers totally
enclosed steps for maximum security
and safety. All of Hunter’s View’s climb-
ing aids attach securely to the tree
using a pushbutton stabilizing strap

that is quick and easy to use.
Hunter’s View offers two tripods in

heights of 7, 12, 14 and 16 feet. The 7
foot model is a great design for use in
thickets and fencerows where trees suit-
able for a treestand are at a minimum
and the cover is thick and relatively low.
It is lightweight as tripods go, tipping
the scales at 45 pounds. Its design
allows for a quick and easy set up and it
is topped off with a swivel seat allowing
for 360 degree shooting.

GORILLA
All of Gorilla ladder stands feature

slip resistant mesh platforms, an
adjustable stabilizer bar for added sup-
port and criss-crossing straps with cam
buckle locks that secure the stand to
the tree. Pinned post and socket con-
nections keep the ladder from pulling
apart for added stability and safety. An
anti-sink tamping bar is built into the
bottom of each ladder stand. Nylon
bushings and washers at all pivot points
eliminate metal to metal contact and
squeaks.

The 15 foot Kong model is a light-
weight basic ladder stand with a 300
pound weight capacity weighing in at
49 pounds. The Kong 2-Person model is
16 feet high with a 500 pound weight
capacity accommodating two people or
one hunter who needs extra room or
has a lot of gear. Its large padded seat
flips up to allow full usage of the extra
large platform. The 15 foot Outfitter
offers all the extras in the form of arm
rests, foot rest, and an extra large
padded seat and back rest.

Gorilla also offers a wide selection
of climbing sticks. The Ultralite climbing
sticks are produced from aircraft alu-
minum and feature steps that can be
reversed left to right to suit any situa-
tion. These short section sticks have
three steps per section and weigh just 3
pounds per section. These individual
sections are designed for climbing all
types of trees, straight, leaning, with or
without limbs. Also available is a slightly
heavier steel version eliminating right
or left steps and allowing the hunter to
have both feet on the same level when
required.

The same design is carried over in
the Gorilla’s steel and aluminum stack-
ing sticks which unlike the individual
sections stack together to form a

straight climbing stick which are avail-
able in 12, 16 and 18 foot heights. All of
Gorilla’s climbing sticks feature a cam
buckle and adjustable attachment
straps.

Gorilla offers a tripod in both 12
and a 15 foot heights. The tripod has a
padded swivel seat, safety rail and flip
up shooting rail.

BIG GAME  
Big Game Treestands offers a large

menu of ladder stands from which to
choose. The all steel constructed stands
feature slip together sections that are
fastened with snap pins for added safe-
ty. While the basic models are no frills a
wide variety of stands are available with
padded arm rests and padded seats
with backrest. Padded flip up gun rests
are common and a few models even
have a foot rest. Also available are sever-
al two man models. “More and more
people are partnering up and we want-
ed to have the stands to fit their needs,”
said Anna Hockstering, of Big Game’s
sales and marketing department.

Big Game’s two man stands have
500 pound weight capacities, large plat-
forms and padded seats. On some mod-
els the seat flips up for access to the
entire platform if desired. Also available
for some one or two man models are
partial or totally enclosed camo blinds
for added concealment.

Big Game offers Quick Step steel
climbing sticks in both open step and

When it comes to hunting thickets and
fencerows that do not offer proper tree-
stand opportunities the tripod can’t be
beat. This compact 7 foot model with a
swivel seat from Hunters View is ideal for
those situations. Its light weight and com-
pact design make it easy to transport and
quick to set up. The swivel seat is not only
comfortable but it allows the hunter to
easily position himself for the shot with a
minimum of movement.

The fifteen foot Kong ladder stand by
Gorilla is a lightweight basic ladder stand
with a 300 pound weight capacity weigh-
ing in at 49 pounds. All ladder stands are
available with a variety of accessories or
options and can easily be equipped for the
needs of the hunter for either bow or gun.
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enclosed step (ladder style) models. The
open step version has angled steps that
reduce the possibility of slippage and
have a double step at the top allowing
both feet to be on the same level when
getting into or out of the stand. Quick
release positive locking cam straps are
used to secure the sticks to the tress.

Big Game offers a compact tripod
design with the 13 foot Apex model.The
Apex, rated for 300 pounds has
adjustable legs allowing it to be leveled
on uneven ground.The padded rotating
seat swivels 360 degrees and has a
removable padded shooting rail. An
optional full canopy cover offers the
rifle hunter total concealment but can
be folded down to allow the bow
hunter the room necessary to draw and
shoot.

INNOVATIVE 
TREESTAND SOLUTIONS 
When it comes to making a better

mouse trap Innovative Treestand
Solutions may have done just that when
it designed the Centipede ladder. The
Centipede’s unique design allows it to
conform to any shaped tree, straight,

leaning, twisted or any combination
thereof.This means regardless of the sit-
uation the Centipede fits the bill.

The Centipede is an aluminum lad-
der that comes in four, 4 foot sections
which weighs in for a total of just 12
pounds but has a 300 pound load rat-
ing. It is powder coated with a durable
finish and has quick release straps that
allow for quick one hand operation
when installing or removing the ladder.

Innovative Treestand Solutions
plans to bring out a line of ladder stands
in the spring of 2006 to complement
the present line of hang-on stands.

AMERISTEP
Ameristep Grizzly Tree Stands offers

a selection of ladder stands ranging in
height from 12 to 20 feet.They carry rat-
ings of 300 pounds for the one man
stands and 500 pounds for the two man
models. The stands are welded steel
construction with
generous sure-grip
platforms for safety.
All of the stands incor-
porate stabilizer bars
and ratchet straps for
securing to the tree,
ensuring a solid
stand. Padded seats,
arm rests and back
rest are available on
many models. The

hinged padded shooting rails are great
for rifle hunting or crossbows and flip
out of the way for the bowhunter.

Grizzly’s Ladder and a Half stand is
designed with the big man in mind. Its
seat is just under 30 inches wide and is
perfect for the larger hunter or anyone
that just wants a little more room.

Grizzly also offers a tripod with a
unique feature. The legs are adjustable
in five steps allowing the tripod to be
set to five different heights between 12
and 14 feet. This adjustment has the
added advantage of allowing the tripod
to be adjusted for sloped ground.

Ameristep’s Non-typical Rapid Rails
combines some typical designs with
some new ideas. These short indepen-
dent aluminum ladder sections nest
together for packing to and from the
hunting site and weigh in just under 3
pounds each with a 300 pound load rat-
ing. The ladder design guarantees sure

Most ladder stands are available with a
number of options including camo blinds.
This camo blind by Big Game Treestands
adds just the right amount of cover during
the late season when the foliage has fallen
and cover is scarce.

PHOTO RIGHT: The angled steps found
on many climbing sticks tends to direct the
forces of the foot into the center of the
stick and therefore helps eliminate the
possibility of the foot slipping off the edge
of the step. These Quick Sticks by Big
Game Treestands are available in either
four or five sections to reach heights of 16
or 23 feet respectively.

The Centipede tree stand ladder from Innovative Treestands
Solutions gets it name honestly. When you see one clinging
securely along the twisted trunk of a tree the first thing that
comes to mind is a Centipede. The Centipede is an aluminum
ladder that comes in 4 foot sections which weighs in for a total
of just 12 pounds but has a 300 pound load rating. The
Centipede’s unique design allows it to conform to any shaped
tree, straight, leaning, twisted or any combination thereof.
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footing and a comfortable secure feel
for the user. Because these sections are
independent of each other they can be
placed as required regardless of the
shape of the tree trunk or limb obstruc-
tions. The unique V-shaped ladders side
rails permits its use on extremely small
diameter or twisted trees. The Rapid
Rails incorporate a quick release attach-
ment strap for quick installation or
removal.

SUMMIT
For 2006 Summit offers both a one

man and two man ladder stand. The
Single Shot one man stand has a capac-
ity of 300 pounds and the Double Barrel
two-man stand is rated at 500 pounds.
Both stands feature bolt-through cou-
plers for a rock solid feel and stability.
Heavy ratchet straps make attachment
to the tree quick and easy.

Summit’s SwifTree climbing pole
features totally enclosed steps for sure
and safe footing while ascending the
tree. A new addition to the SwifTree for
2006 is the SwifTree Topper. The Topper
is a short section that can be added to
the top of the SwifTree which gives the
user two steps at the same level at the
top of the pole. This eliminates winding
up on the wrong foot at the top of the
pole and gives the hunter a solid posi-
tion when installing his stand. Owners
of older SwifTree climbing poles can
add the Topper to their stands as well.

Summit’s Bucksteps are individual
climbing ladder sections that allow the
user to place them as required to climb
around limbs and make it easier when
climbing trees with twisted or leaning
trunks. The Buckstep attaches to the
tree with a quick release cam-buckle
that makes installation or removal quick

and easy.The double step design allows
the hunter the option of using either
foot at any height and also allows him
to place both feet on the same level
when installing the stand. The rounded
design eliminates any sharp edges
which could catch loose clothing or be
hazardous in the event of a fall. The
Bucksteps nest together making pack-
ing the sections to the climbing site
easy and convenient.

Recognizing the need for a free-
standing hunting platform Summit
responded with the new Predator Pod
and the X-Pod. The Predator Pod is a
lightweight tripod standing 6 feet high
to the seat. Its lightweight design com-
bined with a unique folding design
make it a snap to transport and set up. It
is perfect for use in those situations
unsuitable for a treestand such as thick-
ets or fencerows. Topped with swivel
seat and removal gun rest it will suit

both the bow hunter and rifle hunter.
The X-pod looks like a combination lad-
der stand and step ladder. It is designed
to be a free-standing unit with the use
of stabilizer straps or it can be secured
to a tree or fence post giving it great
flexibility.

SUMMARY
As the information for this feature

was being compiled many of the manu-
facturers were making additions and
modifications to their 2006 product
lines. To find out all that is available for
the coming year we recommend check-
ing with the manufacturer in which you
are interested.

First of all remember any time a
hunter leaves the ground he should be
wearing a safety harness. Don’t allow
your customers to assume just because
they are using a ladder stand or tripod
they can’t fall. Stress safety at all times.

Successful whitetail hunters know
that there is no one size fits all answer
when it comes to hunting whitetail.
Their success is based upon doing what
has to be done to put them in the right
place at the right time. The dealer that
takes the time to educate his customers
on all of his options to put him in the
right place at the right time will not only
have a happy customer but increased
sales as well. Teach you customers
about all the alternatives when it comes
to trees stand hunting and you both will
be winners.

These Rapid Rails
by Ameristep are
individual ladder
sections. Their
angled side rails
allow them to grip
trees with either
large or small
diameter trunks
securely. Their
totally enclosed
steps give the user
a secure feel and
they nestle togeth-
er for easy packing
to the hunting site.

The X-Pod by Summit offers a new con-
cept in stands. The X-Pod can stand alone
with the use of side stabilizing straps or it
can be placed alongside and strapped to a
tree or fence post. The X-Pod offers unlim-
ited flexibility when changing whitetail
patterns make it necessary to quickly
change locations.

These Bucksteps from Summit provide
all the advantages of individual climbing
sticks in a lightweight package. The steps
nest together for easy packing to the
hunting site. Their offset design and dou-
ble step at every level provides room for
large hunting boots and eliminates wind-
ing up on the wrong foot .
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